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ON THE POLARISED FLUORESCENCE-PART 
DYESTUFFS IN SOLUTION 
By KRISHNADAS CHOUDHURI 
(Receival tor publication, Mardi 1./, 194-1) 
ABSTRIICT. TIlC variation of the polarisation of fluorescence of the dyestuffs with the wavelengths of the 
exciting radiatioll has been investigated in detail. It is found that the polarisation decreases with the 
increasl'in wavelength of the ('xciting radiation, reaches a Ilegabive value and thcll increases again. The 
negath'e mlue occurs at wavelengths of the f'xcitil1g radiation dmractcristie for the molecules of the rlyestuff. 
A comparison ()f the polarisation curves and the absorption curves of the fluorescent dyestuffs has also been 
marle. 
The variation of the polarisntion of f1uorescclIce of the dyestuffs with the chuuge of (1) the "iscosity of the 
solutioll, (2) the ternperatnre of the solution and ell the concentration of the dyestuff has been investigatt;.i1 
experimentally. It has been observed that the degree of polarisatioll tends to vanish lJ 4ymptotically at low vis-
cosities or at high temperatures or at bigh concentration I; of the dyestuffs, while the polarisation tends to attain 
asymptotically a certaiulIlaximulll value at very high viscosities or low tel11peratures or at very low concentra-
tion ofthe dyestuff. For a particular solvent this maxi lllUIlI '-alue is dependent 011 (1) the nature of tbe dyestuff, 
(2) the wavelength of the exciting radiation. Besides the investigations mentioned above th,' average life of the 
rlyestnff molecules ill the exciter1 state has also been calculated. The results have been discllssed on the basis of 
Perriu's theor~-, 
INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of fluorescence of the dyestuffs in solution is quite well known and a 
lot of experimental investigations has been made during recent years. But the results obtained 
by the various workers are highly contradictory and the discrepancy is so much wild and wide 
that they can be considered only as giving the order of the magnitude. This is true of all the 
dominion of fluorescence, including tbe phenomena of polarisation of the fluorescent radiation 
emitted by the dyestuffs in solution. 
In view of the contradictory nature of the results obtained by the various workers a syste-
matic measurement was undertaken on the polarisation of fluorescence of a few dyestuffs in 
solution and its exact dependence on the wavelengths of the exciting radiations, on the tempera-
tures, concentration of the dyestuff in solution and the viscosities of the solvent. For our 
measurements we have selected a set of dyestuffs which has not been systematically investigated 
as yet, The present report gives the results of our measurement. Tlle results in the case of 
the inorganic compounds will be given in a subsequent report. 
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 
The experimental arrangement adopted in our present investigation is as follows :-Light 
from a mercury are, automatic zinc or cad~lium arcs, rendered monochromatic with the help of 
a monochromator or suitable colour filters was focused by a lens on a fused quartz cell contain-
ing the fluorescent solution. In order to eliminate the uncertain polarisation introduced by the 
monochromator a polarising prism of Glan type was introduced between the cell and the lens. 
Thus the fluorescent light was excited by plane polarised monochromatic radiation. The 
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partial polarisation of the transverse fluorescent light was measured in the usual way with a 
uouble image prism and a nicol (Cornu lllcthodi. Measurements were also Illade with a. Savart 
plate and an analyser coupled with a pile of glass plates. 
As regards the notation adopted by us, the measnrements refer to the fluorescent radiation 
Jlormal to the plane: containing the directioll of vibration and the direction of propagation of the 
incident light. 'l'ht: fluorescent light, as already alluded to, is partially polariscd, its vibration 
:llong with direction L)f propagation I 2 11I;~illg usually less inknsc than that of vibration I I per-
pendicular to the above directiull, tIl\: percelltage of polarisatioll is givell by the relatioll 
p= 1-'-_=!2. IOO= 1'100; when 12> I I, P is negative. II +- I\! 
I) It PEN n ENe E 0 Fl'O L ART ~ ,\ T 1 ( ) 1'\ () II 'j' II E ]I L I' () R H seE NeE 
() N '1' H Ii. H X CIT r N (; W \ VEL E N (; T II S" 
The fact that the polarisation of the n 110res':l!llt radiations emitted hy the dyestuffs in 
\'iSl'Ol1S solution c1epclICb markedly 011 the wav(,kngtb of the exciting radiation was first observed 
by Fruhlick (19251 alld ncar:y a systcm;!' ic study was lilst at telllpted 1 'y Wawilow (1929, 1931) 
who measured the polarisatlOl\ of a few dyestuffs (Flllon:scein, Eosin, Rhodamine) in glycerine 
soiution, whe1l excited by five diiI"rellt \\avelengths. The experimental arrangement used by 
him was to use the light fro III the lI1011oc1nolllator (which was illuminated hy a lJ)ercnry arc) 
to excite the lluorescence, and measure the polarisation hy the Cornu method. Wawilow 
assumed that the light iSSlll1lg ont of till! llIonoclnomator, which \\"as used for the excitation of 
lite fluoresccnce is llerfectly llnpolarised: l)ut It ('[111 readily be seell (as was observed by 
Krishnall and Sirkcr, 1931) if;1 1l1easurement be made that the light issuing out of the mono-
chromator is in general considc;ral)ly polariscd,-the actual degn:c of polarisation differing for 
different wavelengths. This l11ay be explained as arising ont of the selective refraction of the 
two principal vibrations at tbe refracting faces of the prism, cotlpkd with a rotation of the 
plane of polarisation 011 passing tll rough the quartz parts of the monochromator. {)11 the face 
of this, the results obtained by Wawi!ow cease to he of lIluch significance, Later on, Mitra 
(1939), Jablonski (1934) and Griseback (1936) carried out a systematic investigation 011 the 
point. 
The results of our measurements of the polarisation of fluorescence excited by difi'erent • 
wavelengths are given ill the following tables, These tables conclusively show that the polari-
sation generally decreases to a minimulll value as the wavelengths of the exciting radiations 
decrease amI then increases on the further decrease of the wavelengths. This minimum value 
is negative (i.e., 12>11) and is reached when the exciting light is near about '\'3131 A. 
Jab:onski observed tbat in the casC's of Rose Bengal and other colouring matters in gly. 
cerine solutions, the polarisation of the fluorescent radiation progressively decreased \'v"ith the 
decrease in wavelengths of the exciting radiation-und<.:' the ultraviolet excitation, the polari-
sation practically vanishes. We ale unable to agree with his observation even in the case of 
Rose Bengal. It seel1ls that Jablonski measured the polarisation of the fluorescent light only 
for a very few excitillg radiations of wid':]y spaced wavelengths and was consequently misled 
to the wrong conclusions. 
It may be mentioned in passing tbat Griseback observed in the case of eosin that the 
polarisation attains the maximum negative value at two wavelengths of the exciting radiation 
instead·of atone (312 mIl), which was observed by Wawilow and Mitra. But in all the different 
dyestuffs that have been investigated, we did not observe any such thing. 
. 
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TABLE 1 TABLE I-contd. 
Perc(;!ntage of polarisation of fiuorescellce of a 
few dyestuffs in glycerine solution 
Percentage of Polarisation of a few dyestuffs 
in glycerinf; solution 
'" 
.<l 
'til 
I'l ~-
,.!:IS 
~.9 
Ol 
::: 
546 
53S 
517 
5"9 
436 
4"5 
365 
32() 
313 
298 
278 
265 
254 
Temperature :-28°C 
Concentration :-c gm/c.c. 
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31 12 
14 
-I; 
-8 
20 
42 
27 
37 
39 
43 
45 
50 
50 
49 
45 
41 
24 
8 
-10 
-.'i 
35 
POLARISED FLUORESCENCE IN ()TIIER SOLVENTS 
We have also measured the polarisation of the fluorescent radiation emitted by these 
dyestuffs in other solvents. 'I'he :iolvents used were castor oil, collodion-ether mixture, sugar 
solution, etc. The Tables and curves show beyond doubt that the value of " P" is different 
for different solvents, the general nature of the graphs pradically remains the same as in 
glycerine. 
TABLE II TABLE II TABLE III 
Percentage of . Polarisation of Percentage of Polarisation of Percentage of Polarisation of 
Fluorescence in Castor oil Fluorescence in collodioll- Fluorescence in sugar solution 
ether mixture 
Concentration :-c gm/c.c. Concentration of the com-
Temperature :-28°C Concentration :--c gm/c.c. pounds :-c gtn/c.c. 
Temperature :-z8°C Temperature :-28°C 
.Q 
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---. 
--.---- .-
--_ .. -
546 ... 35 ... 42 546 ... 40 ' .. 45 546 
..' 42 '" 41 436 42 40 42 32 436 45 43 42 38 436 4.~ 4() 41 36 
365 38 25 ~5 24 365 40 29 40 25 40 5 41 ... .,. ... 
326 0 -10 ... ., 326 0 -5 ... ... 365 35 25 36 26 
313 -1::1 -12 -8 10 313 -12 -12 -8 12 326 0 -8 ... ... 
278 5 ... ... -9 278 ' .. . .. . .. -6 313 -10 -10 -9 8 
254 25 30 32 20 :.154 20 30 33 :.11 278 6 ... ... 
-7 
254 21 27 30 23 
.. 
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THR NEGATIVE POLARISATION 
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The observations of Griseback and Mitra reveal the resemblance of the absorption and 
the polarisation curves of the fluorescent dyestuffs. Griseback found in the case of fluorescein, 
eosin and rhodaminc B that the maximum negative value for the polarisation ,vas obtained 
when the dyestuff i~ excited by radiation of wavelength which corresponds to the junction 
of the two absorption bands in the ultraviolet. On the other hand Mitra observed the same 
in the case of fluorescein alolle but not in the case of eosin or rhodaminc B. 
However, as the ultraviolet absorptioll data are now at our disposal (Chowdhury and 
Bose, 1943) VIe call gauge how far contentions of the aforesaid workers are trlle. In the 
accompanying graphs are dra \\'11 the absorption coefficient curves as well as the polarisation 
curves superimposed on the sallic graph ;-
... 
FIG I 
,so 
FIG. 3 FIG. 4 
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Fig. I, 2, 3,4 show absorption and polarisation curves of Succ. Fluorescein, Succ. Eosin, 
Pinafia vol, and Acrifla vin. 
INFLUENCl<; OF "THE VISCOSITY OF THE SOI,UTION 
OF TIlE POLARISATION 
We have already aiJuded to the fact that the polarisation of the fluorescence depends on 
the viscosity of the fluorescing solution. This has been exv<::rimentaliy demonstrated by the 
investigations of Pringsheim (1924), Perrin (1929), Wawilow (IC)22), Mitra (1938, 1939) 
and others. 
It is filst Perrin who gave a satisfactory theory of the dependence of the polarisation on 
the Viscosity of the fluorescing solution, amI deduced on the basis of the theory of Brownian 
rotation of the molecules un expr<.!ssioll for the above d-:peudencc. The pl'lllciple of Ins theory 
is as follows :-AssuIJIing tl1<1t the Illo]<.!l·ules arc rigidly fixtd in space, if an incident polarised 
light excites fluorescence in the medium, the polarisation of the fluorescent radiations will. 
have a certain value Po which is characteristic of the suhstallce. If, on the other hand, as in 
aetnal experiments, the molecules are rotating, the I1lcan squat"<.: of the angle of rotation per 
second caD be calculated in terms of the viscosity of thl: solutioll aud its t<.!1I1peratllre frol11 
Einstein's theory of Brownian motion; hence the" expectation" of rotation for a tillle T can 
be calculated, where T is the mean duration of thl: molecules ill the excited state. The 
smaller this angle of rotation, the 1110re c10sdy I\'ould the actually observed value of the 
polarisation j) approach the ideal value Po. Tbus for very large viSCOSIty 1) should reach 
asymptotically the limiting value Po, whilt: at low vIsco::,ities tIle llo}arisatioll ought to readl 
again asymptotically zero value. 
'l'AIlLE IV 
Polarisation of ALriflavill HI glyceriue-
water 111ixtuies. Exciting wave .. 
length ;-,\ 4358 A . j Percentage of Polarisation Percentage by Viscosity , _____ -,-_.,.--__ 
wt. of glycerine in poi:;cs, C=31O-' ('",'80.10' 
gm/c.c. gm/c.c. 
-"- - --- ._-- -
98 4.56 
90·9 1.65 
83·3 .OIl 
76.9 .367 
71.4 .185 
66.6 . 127 
b~·S .097 
.'i8·5 .070 
51.2 
44 
38 
JCl 
2.1 
\ 17 
12 
B 
5 
almost zero 
45 
42 
34 
2,,) 
n 
17 
12 
9 
.5 
'l't\JlLE V 
Perc('lltage of Polarisation of Acriflavin 
in .glycuilll:.\\;tkr lilixtures. Exciting 
\\"a\'Clcllgth :---A 3650 A 
i i rerc~ntage of Polarisation 
Percentage bv I Visc,)sit\" ! 
wt. of ul\"l'erine I in poi:;es i--------.--, --8--~"' 
,.,. I 'C:~.IO° i('=·.lO" 
gIll/c.c. ! gm/c.e. 
98 4·;;6 40 42 
90.:~ 1.65 
.14 38 
833 .'1 II 25 30 
76.t) <,67 11' 23 
71 .4 .lB7 11 IS 
66.ti '127 6 9 
t)2 _.!;" 
·97 5 
We shall quote here ollly the final expression obtained by Perrin, "Jiz., 
t=p1o +[;0 -i] ~~ T. 
where p is the degree of polarisation observed under the actual condition of the experiment and 
Po the value for the same molecules when they are not allowed to rotate from their initial 
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orientations. R is the gas constant, V, the gram-molecular volume, fJ the co-efficient of 
viscosity and {J the absolute temperature and T is the mean duration of the fluorescing molecules 
in the excited state. 
TABU VI TABU VII TABLE VIII 
Percentage of Polarisation 
of Erytherosine in glycerine-
\Vater mixtures. 
Percentage of Polarisation of 
Rose Bengal in glycerine-
water mixtures. 
Percentage of Polarisation of 
Succ. Fluorescein in 
glycerine-water mixtures. 
Exciting wavelength:-
A 4358 A 
Concentration :-
2.IO-"gm/c.c. 
4.56 
1.65 
.6u 
.367 
.185 
.127 
35 
27 
20 
14 
9 
5 
TABLE IX 
Percentage Qf Polarisation of 
SucC'. Fluorescein in glycerine-
,vater mixtures. 
Exciting wavelength ;-
A :;650 A. 
.., . I Pcrcent~g(' of tJlJ .... OJ I ('j 0 t:I ;'-,(Jj I Polarisation ~ .-
r 
.... 11.1 
t::'; ~ .- or) 
Q.; t:: ~ 00._ -~~---------.- --------_. 0 0 
Ie '" '0'-10' 'I ~ ;..,.2:' ii~ c=·5· 1o·' I ~..o ~ :; .S ! g11l/c.c. gm!c.('. 
~--, -',---'-_.- . __ ... ",-
gil 4.56 40 38 
'Ie.,) 1.65 36 34 
83·3 .6n 30 26 
76.9 
·31'ii 25 20 
7I.4 .185 19 13 
666 
.I27 14 8 
62'5 .097 9 3 
Hxciting wavelength:-
A 4358 A 
Concentration :-
Exciting wavelength;-
A 4358 A 
98 
90 .9 
8:\·3 
76,9 
71.4 
66,5 
• -r; , 
I 2.10 'gm( c.c. 
456 
1.65 
.6n 
·367 
.185 
.127 
35 
26 
IS 
1,3 
7 
3 
TABLE X 
98 
90 .9 
83·3 
76.9 
71.4 
66.6 
62·5 
. Percentage of Polarisation of 
Pinaflavol ill glycerine-water 
mixtures. 
Exciting wavelength:-A43S8A. 
Concentration:-·05. IO-5gm/c.c. 
OJ , 
hl./J ~m 0.0 ..... .., 
.s ,:.~ ~.~ ",.-........ t:I"'t:I t:I '"' ., 00 vo.9 11.1 ~ U ~~ ~. ;;...., j:;il< .... ~ .o'biJ ~ ... t:I 11.1-~.- p...o 
98 4.56 38 
C)0·9 1.65 32 
83·3 .6n 24 
76'9 .367 18 
71.4 .18.1 12 
62·S .097 4 
58 .3 .070 Zero 
4.56 
1.65 
.6II 
.367 
.185 
.127 
.097 I 
48 
44 
36 
29 
24 
17 
12 
TABLE XI 
45 
40 
31 
25 
19 
II 
5 
Percentage of Polarisation 
of Pinakriptol yellow in 
glycerine-water mixtures. 
Exciting wavelength ;-
A 4JS8 A. Concentra-
tion:-·25·1O-5gm!c.c. 
CIJ • 1;D~ 0.0 .... CIJ 
:;.o.}(J'J 
'" 0 ::l 
.!b:: t:i {t: .~.~ t:I"'§ 
oI.l ~ ~8. Q) o·~ ~ >-,.!!' !: il< .... 
~.c 0.0 .- t:I ~"O ;;..~ 
98. 
l 
4.56 38 
90 .9 1.65 27 
83·3 .6u 17 
76 9 i .367 12 66.6 
I .
127 5 
58 .8 ,(jiO 0 
I 
i 
In order to be able to have some information regarding this duration of the molecules 
in the excited states or the average life of the fluorescing molecules, as they are sometim'es 
called, measurements were made on the polarisation of the fluorescence of the dyestuffs under 
investigation in glycerine-water mixtures, whose relative proportions and hence the viscosity 
could' be varied over a wide range. The concentration of the dyestuffs per c.t. of the solution 
was kept constant in all the cases, so also the temperature of the soluti~. 
2-151SP-II 
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The values of the viscosity were calculated from' the extensive measurements as given by 
Shelly (1932) on viscosity at different temperatures and various concentrations by graphical 
interpolation. 
The results of our n1easurements are shown in the accompanying tables. It will be 
observed that in all cases the degree of polarisation tends at high viscosity to reach asymptoti-
cally the maximum limiting value Po, whereas at low viscosity the polarisation tends towards 
zero value. This limiting value does not only depends on the nature of the dyestuff but also 
on the wavelength of the exciting radiation. 
'The mean life of the fluoresCing molecule~ in the excited states., has also been calculated, 
the following gives the re~ults of our calculation. It is evident from the nature of the expression 
for ., that for values of P very near Po, as also very near zero, the calculated value of ., can-
not be reliable, Hence., has been calculated only for the values of p > '10 < '45. 
TAllU XII 
Average life., of Acriflavin in glycerine 
water mixture. 
Excitation by A 4358 Excitation by A 3650 
Visco- ____ -:--. _____ _ 
sity in -----1------
poises c=3.10-· C='8,IO-1 
gm/c.c, glll/c.c. 
c=3·10-· 
gm/c,c. 
C='8.IO-· 
gm/c,c. 
TABLE XIII 
Average life., of Sacco Fluorescein in glycerine 
water mixture. 
• Excitation by A 4358 Excitation by A 3650 
Visco- I ____ , ___ ._ 
: gm/c,c. gm/c,l' , 
, 
~~s~~ !C='5'IO-'lc='~~-I:'~' ~:g'15n·/IcO,·c-I.I--~=gn'05]/·~c:.:.· 
,--------------+------ _._------;------'-_._---,...----
1.65 
.6u 
,IBS 
1'2.10--8 7'5.10-. 
Sec. Sec. 
1'1,10--· 
Sec. 
1'3.10--Sec. 
'1'2.10- • 
Sec. 
7'1.10-· 
Sec. 
1 '0.10-· 
Sec. 
1'1.10- 0 
Sec. 
1'2.10--
Sec. 
6'0.10-· 
Sec. 
1,65 
.6II 
,18S 
TABI,J~ XIV 
Io·6.IO--· 6'0.10-- 0 9'7.10-0 6'8.10--
Sec. Sec. Sec, Sec. 
9-7.10 • 
Sec. 
10.10-· 
See, 
6'8,10-· 
Sec. 
9'4. 19-' 
Stc. I 
10' I .10-· 
Sec. , 
10'3,10-· 
See. I I 
6'1,10-· 
Sec. 
6·2.10 ... • 
Sec, 
II Average life" of Pmaflavol in glycerine-water mixtures. 
Exciting wavdengths=A 4358 A. Concentration=·05.10-5 gm/c.c. 
Viscosity in poises = 4.56 1.65 .116 .673 .518. 
(3-~). Re . ., I.44 1.54 1.37 1.46 1,38 
It is evident from the tables that within the limits of the experimental errors the values of 
., is practically independent of the viscosity {provided it is low}, though the values are widely 
different for the different concentrations of the dyestuffs. Moreover, the values of the average 
life are independent of the exciting wavelengths, 
We have already reported the phenomena of quenching of fluorescence by foreign 'neutral 
salts. We can consider this act of quenching as something like a quantum mec~anical 
resonance, if we look at it in the light of collision process of the second kind. If now on under-
going different excitations with different wavelengths, the excited molecules had different 
probabilities of quenching,oSome dependence of the quenching on the wavelength of exciting 
lisM shoulq be observed. But experimentally it was shown by Wawilow (1929) SvesJmikow 
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(1935) and Mitra (I938), that there is no dependence of the quenching action on the 
exciting wavelengths. Their conclusions show that the excited molecules have all the same 
energy level during the excited state. Thus our conclusions arrived at from the polarisation 
measurements are in agreement with those of the aforesaid investigators. 
INFLUENCE OF TEMPERA1'URB ON THE POLARISATION OF THE 
FLUORESCENT RADIATIONS 
As regards the influence of temperature on the polarisation of fluorescence Pringsheim 
and Perrin observed that with increase of temperature, the polarisation gradually dwindles 
down, finally vanishing to zero. Mitra, over and above this observed that with the decrease 
of temperature, the polarisation asymptotically tends towards the maximum value" p." 
We have also measured the polarisation of the dye-stu's' under investigation in glycerine 
solution at various temperatures of the solvent. The results of our measurements are given 
below. 
Vole can readily understand that the influence of temperature on the polarisation will be 
two-fold; directly owing to the greater thermal agitations ~t higher temperatures the" expecta-
tions .. of rotation of the molecules after excitation from their initial positions will be greater 
and hence the value of the polarisation will correspondingly he smaller. It also affects 
indirectly by changing the viscosity of the sollltion. Both thc effecb work in the sallle direc-
tion; viz., to diminish the polarisation at higher temperatures. Both these eHects have been 
takcn into consideration in tbe already alluded Perrin's theory. If now tlJese are the ouly 
effects of temperature, the average life calculated on the basis of the aforesaid thec,ry ought to 
be independent of the temperatureso Such an independence was shown by Mitra to be experi-
mentally true only in the case of dilute solution of the dyestuff; but in the case of concentrated 
solutions the life-time of the molecules gradually falls down with the increase of temperature, 
showing thereby that there are otber elIects of temperature besides the two already mentioned. 
Experimentally the value of the polarisation was measured for the temperatures from 0° 
to about go°C. 
The results of our measurements are given in the following Tables:-
TABLE XV TABU XVI 
'Influence of temperature on the polarisation Influence of temperature on the polarisation 
of fluorescence of Acriflavin in glycerine of fluorescence of Acriflavin in glycerine 
excited by ,\ 4358 excited by ,\ 3650 
Tempera. 
Percentage of Polarisation Percentage of Polarisation 
__ ".h ___ ._ 
-.,.----"~ .. ,---.- ,~-.--~,-- Tempera-
ture in ture in 
·C c=3 0IO-' I c""s 10-- c= 01.10-' ·C C=3·10- 5 C=oS.IO-' I c= 01.10- 6 
gm/c.Co gm/coc. gm/c Co gm/c.c. gro/c.c. gm/c.c. 
I 
, 
I 
10 50 50 50 0 42 4l I 42 
20 48 SO 50 10 42 I 42 , 42 30 44 46 50 20 41 
I 
4::1 I 42 40 38 41 44 30 37 38 I 40 So 33 36 39 40 32 34 I 36 I 60 :17 31 34 50 27 29 
1 
31 
70 21 25 29 60 22 24 26 
80 16 20 23 70 16 18 I 20 
90 10 IS IS So 10 12 
! 
IS 
90 4 . 7 10 
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TABLE XVII TARLE XVIII 
Influence of temperature on 
the polarisation of fluorescence 
of Pinaflavol and Rose Bengal 
in glycerine excited by .\4358 
Influence' of temperature on 
the polarisation of fluOl escence 
of Pinakriptal in glycerine 
Concentration: I X 10-5 gm/c.c. Concentration-·I.lg-5gm le.c. 
Tempera-
ture iu 
·C 
u 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
I Perct'ntage of Polarisation 
[percentagc'Pi Polarisation 'I~~~fi~l- . _--,::~~itc_d_~~~ ___ , 
I ;i~:~~~v~l l~ose Be~gal T I 4358 l 3650 1-::- l! ---~~-0--7\---:-~--
41 35 30 I 36 
36 29 40 I 30 
28 22 50 24 
22 IS 60 16 
lZ ~ 70 I 10 
o 80 5 
I 
42 
42 
"f> 
32 
25 
18 
12 
6 
TABLE XIX 
Influence of temperatUle 
on the polarisation offluores-
cenee of Suee. Eosin III gly-
cerine 
Concentration =' 2. Jo-"gml ce. 
! Pcrcentage of Polari-Tcmp~ra- i satiou excited Lv lI. ture 111 I . __ . ____ .. ______ " 
·c I 
! 
" 8 
20 
30 
4" 
50 
nn 
70 
S" 
45 
4S 4., 
39 
3S 
29 
24 
19 
13 1 
42 
42 
39 
35 
28 
23 
17 
II 
6 
The general nature of the curves is the same as that representing the variation of p with the 
viscosity. At low temperatures p tends to reach asymptotically the limiting value Pu as for 
large viscosities, while at high temperatures p tends to vanish. Un calculating the value of 1 
on the basis of the Perrin's theory we get the following results :-
TABIJ~ XX 
Influence of temperature ou the alJerage life of 
the Acriflavin molecules in the excited state. 
Exciting wavelength -.\ 4358 
A verage life of the molecule~ 
'l'empera-
ture in 
I I 
·C e=3·19-& /:='8,10-5 c= '1.10-5 
gill. /c.c. gm./c,c. gm./c.c. 
30 13.10-9 see. 8.10-9 sec. -
40 13·10-9 If 9·10--11 If 6.10-3 sec. 
SO Il.l0-9 
" 
8.10-3 .. 6,10-9 
" 
60 13.10-9 .. 9.10-9 
" 
-'9 
7·10 " 
'f Anu; XXI 
Influence of temperature 011 the average life of 
the Acriflavin molecules in the excited state, 
Exciting wavelength -.\ 3650 
I A verage life of the molecules Tempera-
t"~;" I ~;~~-, I ~J:.~~' I ~i;~~' 
30 13·10-9 sec. 10.10-9 sec. 
40 13. 10-9 
" 
10.10-9 
" 
7.10-9 !lec. 
'S 11.10'-9 
" 
9·10--9 
" 
7. 10 -9 
" 
60 13.10-9 
" 
10.10-9 
" 
7. 10- 9 
" 
These results reveal that tho11gh the value shows a very striking dependence on the 
concentration of the dyestuff, it is practically independent of the temperature within the ranges 
of concentrations we have studied. This shows conclusively that only effects of raising the 
temperature are through increased thermal agitation and the consequent larger value of expecta-
tion of the Brownian rotation of the dyestuff molecule per second and through diminished 
viscosity. 
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DEPENDENCE OF THE POLARISATION ON THE CONCENTRATION 
011 THE DYESTUFF IN SOLUTION 
We have also seen from the foregoing tables that the polarisation of fluorescence exhibits a 
conspicuous change with the change of the concentration of the fluorescing dyestuffs. 
The dependence was first experimentally shown by Pringsheim, who observed that as the 
concentration is increased the polarisation decreases. This observation was afterwards COII-
firmed by Gaviola, Wawilow and others. l\litra carried out a detailed illVl'stigation and found 
that with th! increase of concentration polarisation temh; to vanish while at very small concentra-
tion it tends to reach asyniptotically the salllC limiting value as is reached at large viscosities 
and low temperatures. 
Our data also reveal that with the increase of concentration the values of the polarisation 
tend to vanish; while at very small dilutions, it tends to reach aSYlllptotically the same limiting 
value as is reached at Jarge viscosities or low temperatures. 
ON THE MAXIMUM VAI,UE OF THE POLARISAT10N OF TIlE 
FLUORHSCI\NCF, OF TIlE DYHSTUFFS 
It has already been referred that the limiting va1ue of the polarisation is its value when the 
molecules after excitation arc not allowed to rotate from their initial orientations, whicb is 
evidently the value of the polarisation when the viscosity is very large or temperatures very low. 
The following table exhibits the values of this limiting polarisation for the various dyestuffs 
ill glycerine solution when excited by radiat~on of variolls wavelengths as were obtained ill our 
present investigation. 
DYestuffs ill 
glycerinc 
Acrifiavill 
I'inakriptul 
Suec. Eosin 
Rosc Bengal 
Pinaflavol 
TABLE XXII 
I Ex,' citat.iull I Maximum,limiting wa\'dength value of 
I ill AD. polarisati'JlI 
. I 
43Sil .50 
3650 -42 
4358 ,45 
3650 ·42 
4358 ·"15 
3650 ·42 
43Sil -45 
~358 -42 
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